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“How old is the earth?” Mike
Wendland probed.

“Six thousand years!” came the
unexpectedly confident reply.

Woodside’s platform crackled with
talk of dinosaurs, lava domes, and box-
car calculations as the worship services
featured a panel of experts on the
Creation-Evolution issue over the
Memorial Day weekend. Pastor
Schmidt spoke first, emphasizing the
foundational importance of the
Biblical doctrine of Creation.

In connection with his message, he
arranged for two knowledgeable men
from the congregation to field key ques-
tions about Creation and Evolution.

Panelists were Gordon Lonie, the
Director of the Sterling Heights
Nature Center, and Dr. William
Pelletier, a mathematician. Both have
studied the subject for decades and
taught many classes on it. Woodside’s
own Small Groups Pastor Mike
Wendland was the moderator.

During four weekend sessions,
Wendland peppered the panel with
fast-paced questions:

Did God use Evolution to create
the world?

How do you explain fossils?
Aren’t they proof of evolution?

Were the Creation Days regular
days or long ages?

Should Genesis 1-11 be taken lit-
erally or figuratively?

Were dinosaurs on the Ark?  What
happened to them?

How could all the animals fit on
the Ark?

How do you account for “cave men”?
Where did Cain get his wife?
The panelists confidently demon-

strated that believers can rely on the
Bible and on legitimate observation of
the world to provide solid answers.
Afterward, some listeners said they
had not realized what a strong logical

case one can make from the Bible for
Creation over Evolution.

Brief answers served to whet the
congregation’s appetite for a more in-
depth session later in the week. On
the following Wednesday night about
200 people attended a no-holds-barred
Q & A session with the two panelists.

The audience pursued the above ques-
tions in more detail along with others
like these:

Were the Nephilim (giants) of
Genesis 6 UFO aliens?

How can we see stars billions of
light years away if the earth is only
6,000 years old?

Was Noah’s Flood local or global?
What was its impact?

How did the continents form?
What were Behemoth and

Leviathan?
How do Ice Ages and glaciers fit

with the Bible?
What about radioactive dating

results?
Doesn’t Genesis 1 & 2 leave room

for “humans” other than Adam’s
descendants?

What is the age of the human race

based on population growth rates?
The panel emphasized that neither

Creationism nor Evolutionism is “sci-
entific,” for neither can be experimen-
tally tested. Creationism is a belief
which attributes origins to God.
Evolutionism is a belief which attrib-
utes origins to natural processes. Both

models have the same physical
evidence, but they give differ-
ent explanations of that evi-
dence.

The panel stressed the
importance of basing one’s
thinking on the Bible. One
must first accept Biblical state-
ments as truth and then inter-
pret scientific evidence in that light.
Interpretation of evidence is not the
same as the evidence itself. It is invalid
logically and theologically to assume
an interpretation and then deny the
plain meaning of Scripture, twisting it
in order to fit that preconceived inter-
pretation.

According to the panel, instead of
trying to harmonize the Bible with
Science, one should instead harmonize

scientific interpretations and under-
standings with the Bible. The Bible
must be the foundation for thought.

beginning and who knows everything
has priority over the wild speculations
of fallible men who were not there and
who do not know everything.

The audience was intrigued and
encouraged to hear how well a literal
understanding of Genesis explains sci-
entific evidence. The panel’s clear
message was that the Bible and gen-
uine science do not conflict at all.

True scientific understanding of
the world will be in harmony with the

Scripture above all else must
govern one’s thinking.

Pastor Schmidt’s
Worldview sermon on cre-
ation and the creation panels
drove a stake in the ground
affirming where this church
stands on creation and evolu-
tion: believing exactly what

the Bible literally says.
A literal understanding of Genesis

is foundational to a proper Biblical
worldview, said the panelists. This is
one of the culture’s prime attack points
on the Bible. Because of the impor-
tance of this issue, and in response to
the tremendous interest in these
Creation Panels, the Woodside News
will feature a monthly Bible-Science
column by Dr. Pelletier.
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